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Abstract: The intelligent age and smart culture era provide a new environment where everything, including artifacts, is
tagged with devices to capture and provide the required information. Organizations, game designers, educators and other
stakeholders can utilize these technological opportunities to create extreme immersive and interactive experiences. They
look forward to examining the combination of new methods and tools during in-site or outdoor visits, in order to intrigue
and attract visitors and provide opportunities to experience emotional involvement and dominance feelings. Alike cities,
heritage sectors all over the world envision to connect artifacts and other objects, so to urge smartness in their environments,
and integrate Internet of Things (IoT) and other technologies, in order to uplift visitor’s involvement and interest for cultural
collections. In addition, serious games development and their evolution enhance mental or physical engagement and
broaden knowledge and skills in an entertaining and exciting way. This paper presents a systematic review that focuses on
the use of escape rooms in the context of serious games, in museums or other places of cultural interest. Technological tools,
platforms, tangible or digital objects, IoT elements, evaluation methods and their results and limitations are organized and
mapped through a number of literature publications over the last 5 years. Seven qualified studies fulfilled specific criteria
and PRISMA have been used as a guideline. The analysis indicates that IoT-escape room type of games can provide an
enjoyable experience and immerse visitors as active learners who creatively use unknown tools, decision-making,
communication and critical thinking during their play in a cultural/historic environment. These games refer to any type of
visitor’s group, affect traffic time and uplift cultural interest. Apart from that, they are also important to anyone who desires
to promote and create motivational projects with cultural content using the escape room game mechanics and IoT elements.
To the best of our knowledge, this review is among the first to provide a structured study with closely considered data
collection and analysis.
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1. Introduction
This is the era of Intelligence Age, which is characterized by smart devices that communicate with each other in
an automated manner and change rapidly. They perform a variety of tasks that are affected by humans’ presence
and respond to the stimuli they receive with multifarious tasks that upgrade and elevate peoples’ way of living
(Piccialli & Chianese, 2017). Emerging technologies include, among advanced digital devices, tools and
innovations that can shift the dynamics of the market (Villa et al, 2017) and, with their connectivity, offer new
challenges, low-cost features with great potential and expectations for innovation in any environment (Gosh,
2021). All these elements integrated with the Internet of Things (IoT) technology can deliver a novel use in
tracking, monitoring objects of a place, accessing and processing the corresponding data (Elmustafa & Mujtaba,
2019) and create Smart Interactive Experiences (SIEs) (Balducci et al, 2020).
IoT supports the completion of alternative technologies, computing systems and services and deals with a huge
number of intelligent physical devices, that include processing power and storage capability. Their identifiers
provide access to the Internet, in order to collect and distribute data (Atzori et al, 2010). They are used to create
safe, credible and fully automated smart environments (Gosh, 2021). The Web of Things (WoT) enables IoT
objects and devices to be accessible via standard and well-supported Web technologies (Raggett, 2015). It makes
them use the same language and considers them as web resources which are “addressable, searchable and
accessible on the Web” (Zeng, Guo & Cheng, 2011).
IoT offers outstanding services on education, research and consideration of the heritage by multiple visitors (Ke
& Jiang, 2019; Fiore et al, 2016). Allison (2008) states that technology can very easily lead history closer to people
and enhance their experiences by re-formulating the past and vitalizing reality. Museums are storytellers that
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share stories and experiences with their audience (Alinam et al, 2020). Such foundations and cultural
organizations are positive to examine the use of new methods and tools during an in-site or outdoor visit, to
intrigue and attract visitors in order to experience emotional involvement and dominance feelings (Economou
& Meintani, 2011; Hirose & Tanikawa, 2010; Paliokas et al, 2020).
New perspectives are required and have to be focused on consumption of experience, so to establish a greater
attention on cultural heritage. Empirical studies that focalize on the tourists’ experiences for several attraction
places such as museums (Radder and Han, 2015) highlight that a well-developed experience design can influence
visitors’ gratification and their desire to revisit or to recommend the place (Pakhalov & Rozhkova, 2020). Another
study shows this human desire for a high degree of interactivity at several levels (Lombardo and Damiano,
2012).
Play is an enchanting, pleasurable and enticing activity that requires intellectual or physical engagement, aiming
at an expected prize (Rowe, 1992; Grayson, 1999). It promotes self-confidence, creativity, fantasy, quick
learning, management of failure and risk-taking, skill acquisition, communication abilities and adaptability,
reality construction during interactions with others or the environment (Lieberman, 1977; Whitton, 2018;
Karageorgiou, Fotaris & Mavrommati, 2020). Games can be fully engaging, reform interest, attract new people
and dispense cultural content in ways that can provoke long-lasting experiences (Antoniou et al, 2013). Gaming
in cultural heritage offers opportunities to visitors to connect to and investigate the history. It materializes
modern ways for institutions to communicate with the public, in order to contribute to their heritage
maintenance and dissemination (Ćosović & Brkić, 2020; Malegiannaki & Daradoumis, 2017; Yang et al, 2018).
Serious games (SGs) “create engaging and immersive learning experiences for delivering specified learning goals,
outcomes and experiences through the use of characteristics of video and computer games” (De Freitas, 2006).
They can enhance the contribution of institutes, since they can enmesh players in the experience, excite and
cherish their interest and prompt tenacity in accomplishing tasks (Vocaturo et al, 2019) leading them to a longlasting experience (Isa et al, 2019). SGs have been widely seen in the Cultural Heritage (CH) domain, along with
other digital technologies, such as Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Digital Storytelling (DS), as a
novel, unique and useful tool that can shape cultural experiences in an engaging, educative and entertaining
way (Paliokas & Sylaiou, 2016; Konstantakis & Caridakis, 2020).
According to Stasiak (2019) Escape rooms (ERs) have become important tourist attractions. ERs are “live-action
team-based games where players accomplish tasks while participating in multiple procedures, in one or more
spaces, with a specific goal, in a limited period of time” (Nicholson, 2016). They must solve various puzzles,
search for clues and objects dispersed in the area and use them to complete specific tasks. ERs are not only a
fun game for players, but they provide opportunities for self-development, including organizational and
communication skills (Pan et al, 2017; Vaske, 2019). The combination of various game mechanics has led to
blended forms of ERs, the Serious Escape Games (SEGs), with many expectations (Tzima, Styliaras & Bassounas,
2021; Guigon, Humeau & Vermeulen, 2018). Martin, Alvarez & Taly (2021) focus their study on SEGs. Smart
Serious Games (SSGs) is the term used when SGs and IoT are combined (Favorskaya et al, 2015), so SERs using
IoT elements create Smart Escape Room games.
Heath, Lehn & and Osborne (2005) highlight the difficulties that designers encounter when they create exhibits
that involve collaboration between many visitors, with many interactivities during their smart experiences.
Henry et al (2021) introduced a framework for SSGs and in their study they present the requirements for their
creation, the systems’ architecture, a game they have developed and its evaluation through embedded
questionnaires.
This paper surveys the state of the art of Smart Serious Games for Cultural Heritage and more specifically Serious
Escape Rooms with communication elements in the field of CH, which could be recognized as one of the current
grand challenges for researchers. Particularly it aims to examine the technological tools that are used in each
case, the methods and the results of the evaluations and the reported outcomes.

2. Methodology
For the needs of this study, the following research questions were formulated:
• ResQues1: What kind of technological and IoT elements were combined for the game?
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ResQues2: What methods of evaluations are performed and which are the results?

The material of the current survey (conference papers, journal articles etc.) has been retrieved through queries
to scholarly databases such as Google Scholar and SCOPUS, with the chosen keywords being related to the
subject and the research questions. Since there was an overlap on the result sets returned by the
aforementioned databases, deduplication was necessary. Additionally, the current systematic review revealed
that there is a limited number of reviews about escape rooms in the educational domain (Veldkmamp, 2020;
Taraldsen et al, 2020; Fotaris & Mastoras, 2019; Malegiannaki & Daradoumis, 2017) and there is a lack in the
cultural heritage domain. Malegiannaki & Daradoumis (2017) present 34 spatial digital games for cultural
heritage and all types of learning settings. Paliokas and Sylaiou (2016) demonstrate serious games publications
for museum settings.
The research was based on the PRISMA checklist (Figure 1) (Moher et al, 2009). It profiles the outcomes articles
report, the technology they refer to and their limitations. All these factors are important for this study, in order
to provide insight about the design and development of escape games in the cultural domain.

Figure 1: Prisma Flow Diagram (Moher et al, 2009)
There are many types of serious games, but this study considers only escape rooms that involve IoT elements in
museums or other places of cultural interest. According to the guidelines, inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table
1 & Table 2) have been derived from the terms of the basic elements of the research. The survey focuses on
English language research studies published in the past 5 years. Table 3 outlines the number of papers related
to serious games in the cultural heritage domain. The “museum” keyword produced more results compared to
the “cultural heritage” phrase, so both were used. Other important factors included the physical presence of the
visitor and places that provided information about cultural heritage. Books, posters and articles that were not
publicly available were not considered. Extended abstracts, on the other hand, were always considered.
Table 1: Inclusion criteria
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Table 2: Exclusion criteria

Many records didn’t meet all of the above characteristics, so they were eliminated from the list. Nevertheless,
some of them are still presented, because of the results they come up with or the importance of the elements
they indicate, which are not found anywhere else (Imamura & Baranauskas, 2018; Balducci et al, 2020).
According to Nicholson (2015) ideas of ERs can emerge from diverse directions such as “Live-action role-playing,
Point-and-click Adventure games & escape-the-room digital games, puzzle hunts & treasure hunts, interactive
theater and haunted houses, adventure game shows, movies and themed entertainment industry”. The author
supports that not many museums have explored the use of ERs, though they are perfect physical spaces for
learning.
Table 3: Keywords and Results of the research

The research procedure yielded 134 results. These articles were primarily screened based on their abstract, and
then they were carefully studied by the authors in order to identify their sufficient presentation and
appropriateness with the purpose and the research questions of the study. The final dataset consists of 7 papers:
4 documents that refer to the subject, 2 documents that were considered by the authors interesting and
important and 1 that was retrieved from the references.

3. Findings
The findings are mapped based on the research questions.
ResQues1: What kind of technological and IoT elements were combined for the game either during design or
implementation phase?
Museums as learning institutions have an important role in the kind of access that they provide and the
preservation and distribution of cultural knowledge in our society. Their needs recognize the necessity to adopt
new and innovative technologies. Over the past decade, the tremendous advances in entertainment computing
technology provide more powerful and sophisticated tools, which lead to very high expectations (Liarokapis et
al, 2017). On this account papers were investigated according to the type of the technologies they used and the
results are as follows.
All the papers describe devices that the players had to make use of applications relative to video editing, AR/VR
and web platforms and programming languages, as they were necessary for their progress. Among them 4
papers used AR/VR elements during the game and 3 of them mixed real and digital environments. Sensors are
referred in 3 of the papers and 2 mention the use of Near Field Communication elements. Arduino's
breadboards, LEDs and other parts, as well as QRCodes were integrated in 2 games. Finally, wearable devices
that measure the heart rate and emotional elements, databases for images and alphabet characters, CRPV and
hyperlinks, Beacons and Deep learning models were found only once, some of them combined in the same
project (Table 4).
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Table 4: Technologies used in the reviewed papers

ResQues2: What methods of evaluations are performed, and which are the most important results?
Table 5 summarizes all the methods that were used for evaluation, with some papers employing more than one
of them. On site observations during the game, turned out to be very popular. 3 papers referred to observers
keeping notes from video recordings and photos. Questionnaires and interviews were taken from participants
or/and expert groups. One of the studies evaluated the techniques for their efficiency. Unfortunately, no game
elements related to players satisfaction.
Table 5: Type of evaluations

The most significant part of this systematic review concerns the results. Back et al (2019) support that evaluation
helped them raise awareness of the correct setup and requirements for a lasting installation at the museum.
They state that participants were positive about the game and that only one group (kids) couldn’t separate
fiction from reality. In terms of design and implementation they concluded that objects and technology elements
that are used in such a game have to be durable and easily replaceable. The riddles need to be non-linear. It was
difficult for them to know if someone can’t solve a puzzle. They recommend that beginning instructions must
not take long and that participants’ expectations have to be anticipated and met as much as possible. During
the game, the museum must be able to accept many visitors, the game area needs to be constantly open and, if
possible, not occupy staff. Finally, they inferred that knowledge came directly through the puzzles or by incident
and that a successful experience drives to longer engagement.
Gaitanou et al (2018) conducted a pro-evaluation phase with a group of students to identify the difficulty level
of the puzzles. They used standard testing methods, low-fidelity prototypes and installations in the real world.
They examined the way players navigated and interacted and collected recommendations from experts about
future improvements and transformations. Concerning the learning outcomes, they report that participants
found the game fascinating, outstanding. The players declared their preference to this unique way of learning,
but in terms of design they commented the short duration of the game, the small number of puzzles and objects,
their aesthetics and the visible part of the technology. The researchers state that players should have their own
devices and be provided with feedback especially when there is no game master. Finally, they concluded that
more workspaces should be created to bear more players, more puzzles and extended time should be provided
for play and a slow increase of complexity and hints can improve the efficacy of the game.
Alinam et al (2020) through observations and interviews tried to evaluate players’ feelings and emotions.
Researchers concluded that usability testing of smart physical items was crucial and artifacts should be chosen
based on their educational value, but also on their characteristics and power to allow “physical/digital
interaction human to-thing and thing-to-thing”.
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Cesário et al (2018) conducted a survey to reveal teens’ thoughts about the project they implemented based on
co-design techniques. They concluded that games provoke positive attitudes towards history, culture and similar
places of interest and foster substantial non-formal learning. They support that technology results in diverse and
notable experiences for visitors and higher visitation rates and that puzzles and escape room experiences for
culture, must be implemented according to the aims and purposes of the CH’s place. Their results focus
especially on players: due to their attachment to the game and the use of screens, they may forget the real cause
of their visit, reduce their attention to the physical artifacts or leave too quickly without getting a thrill out of it,
especially if the achievement of the goals of the game becomes the main purpose.
Tzima, Styliaras & Bassounas (2021), in order not to make complex the procedures of evaluation, didn’t have
time limits in their game. On the other hand, players were competing for the best time. Researchers support
that for outdoor games weather should be taken under great consideration, that a linear structure of the game
would have better results and that the exact area of the game had to be delimited and expanded. Concerning
the visitors, the research team highlights that players’ ability to choose how to play and the competition
between them enhanced their engagement, their positive mood and brought them into real action. Some of the
participants were surprised with the unexpected prize, the myth, and impressed by the stop motion technique.
Some players found “extremely” interesting the game and enjoyed the combination of historical elements with
technology. They were careful with the environment, the monuments and helped in resetting the objects of the
game for the next group. Data processing revealed that debriefing-reflection is a very important part of escape
room games, since it leads to long-lasting learning, to higher levels of experience and to game amelioration.
Finally, researchers found out
Balducci’s et al (2020) evaluations were related to usability and efficiency of techniques and not to the user’s
satisfaction and engagement. The results showed great accuracy, even in difficult compositions.
Imamura & Baranauskas (2018) asked participants to adopt the “Think Aloud protocol” (Nielsen, Clemmensen
& Yssing, 2002), where their thoughts should be said loudly, in order to be recorded or noted down. They also
evaluated the user’s experience using AttrakDiff questionnaire that “uses scales of opposing predefined word
pairs” (Hassenzahl, 2004). Participants showed great interest in the story and asked to repeat the procedure.
The researchers concluded that CRPV systems can be used for different purposes and scenarios. They support
that the use of such systems creates innovative, challenging, captivating and motivating games.

4. Conclusion
The systematic research that has been presented in this study is related to the use of serious games in matters
and places of cultural heritage, specializing in the fields of escape rooms using IoT tools. The context is
constantly modified so that many important aspects should be taken into account during the design of an
intelligent system (Piccialli & Chianese, 2017). This section presents observations and conclusions regarding
issues such as the kind of smart technology and other tools that were combined (ResGues1), evaluation methods
and important results (ResGues2).
Depending on their field of research, each research team used different technological tools (ResGues1). They all
used digital devices and programming languages. Then, they specialized according to the goals of the project
they set. It is a fact that no IoT-related tools have been used intensively. However, many researchers report that
in the future they intend to integrate them into their own more sophisticated and improved work or some other
escape room type action that they will design and implement.
Player observation (ResGues2) was used in all cases during the game. Observations were also made on material
that emerged during the evaluation of some video recordings and other recorded data. Questionnaires and
interviews were conducted for both the players and the experts who participated. Some assessment questions
concerned the way and the effective use of the objects, technology and equipment of the game as well as the
satisfaction of the player through his/her participation in the game. Some researchers have tried to "measure"
the emotions and the level of satisfaction of the players or their preferences.
The utilization of the debriefing stage that takes place at the end from the game master was noted that is of
high importance. As an evaluation method, the Think Aloud protocol was used. It helped the researchers to
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record the thoughts and comments of the players, during the observations in the game. In some cases, there
were no time limits. This helped researchers draw better conclusions, as they could better observe players.
A big gap in the literature exists regarding the creation of escape rooms in museums or similar spaces. This is of
particular interest and challenges the researchers of this paper, because it has been found that, while there is a
need to initiate more visitors and different ages in museums, however, not many cases have been recorded from
2017 to early 2021.
This research was carried out, in order to map characteristics and common practices in escape rooms for
museums and other places of cultural interest, that have been implemented using IoT tools. The aim of the
authors was to investigate the elements and mechanisms of escape rooms as serious games and find flaws,
observations, suggestions and ideas. The studied works helped recording those elements, which will help to
create a smart, serious, escape room in a cultural place. The findings can provoke curiosity and uplift the interest
of other stakeholders interested in similar projects; that is, to create games that will help players explore and
perceive cultural information in unexpected ways.
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